The PS Series of
Professional Spotters
Mobility, portability
and uncompromised
extracting power

Compact and Quiet

Convenient operation

From Tornado® comes one of the most effective weapons you can
have in the war against spots. The PS Series of Professional Spotters
features light, compact units that come complete with molded-in
Lift Grip handle, transport wheels, quick-disconnect hose, and allpurpose clear-view utility tool. PS Spotters perform exceptionally
well on carpets, automobile, boat and RV interiors, and upholstery.

The compact PS Spotters not only offer power and mobility, these
portable units have a 1.2 hp vacuum motor to recover water
efficiently. The 2-gallon recovery tank lifts off for easy dumping
when full. A large opening on the 2-gallon solution tank makes
rinsing and refilling simple. Both units have a quick-disconnect
valve for use with attachments.

With a compact design and quiet operation, the units are favorites
in health care and educational facilities as well as commercial buildings, restaurants, and retail stores. The user simply sprays solution
through the jet-spray pump and recovers the dirty solution through
the included clear-view tool. A steel transport handle kit can be
ordered as an optional accessory and is installed by the user.

The PS Series of Professional Spotters.

Mobility, portability and extracting power

PS 8220

PS 8220

(shown with optional handle)

Mobility and portability
The unit comes standard with a molded-in
Lift Grip handle and fits easily in any car
trunk or broom closet. The steel handle
for pulling the unit from room to room or
upstairs can be ordered as an option.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL NAME

PS 8220

CATALOG NUMBER



POWER

7)[

SOLUTION

2 GAL

RECOVERY

2 GAL

PUMP

14*

VACUUM

$'.

STATIC WATERLIFT

w

MOTOR

)1

HANDLE

Molded Lift-Grip

TRANSPORT

w8IFFMT

HOSE

4PM7BD

PS Dragwand

SIZE

w9w9w
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are optional attachments for added reach
under furniture and other obstacles.

WEIGHT

-#4

Versatile
The PS Series is perfect for
UPEBZTGJCFSCBTFEPGGJDF
furniture, as well as auto
interiors, carpeted stairs,
and tight areas where walkCFIJOEFYUSBDUPSTDBOUHP

WARRANTY
LABOR

2 year

PARTS

1 year

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES/REPLACEMENT ITEMS
8’ VAC PRESSURE HOSE*



PS DRAGWAND WITH 8” HEAD



Easy Access

18” CREVICE DETAILER



A wide opening on
the 2-gallon recovery
tank makes rinsing
UIFNBDIJOFBCSFF[F

4” UPHOLSTERY TOOL



6” UTILITY/STAIR TOOL



STEEL TRANSPORT HANDLE KIT
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